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“

”

ELEMENTARY MATHS FOUNDATIONS 
CONCERN COUNTS, MEASURES AND 

RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN QUANTITIES 
THAT REVEAL PREDICTABLE PATTERNS
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zero

defined by Brahmagupta

was neither 

grasped in the Middle East nor 

transmitted to Europe! 







21st C. maths 

disconnected

Bharatiya maths







or

R

L

Which way is she spinning?



AND

R

L

LIKE MATHEMATICS, SHE SPINS BOTH WAYS!



For every action there is an…



For every action there is an…

equal and opposite reaction!





“

”

SYMMETRY IS WHEN THINGS ARE 
THE SAME AROUND AN AXIS.



“

”

SEEING SYMMETRY AND DISCERNING 
WHEN IT BREAKS, IS A KEY

FOR UNDERSTANDING BOTH 
MATHEMATICS & PHYSICS.



It’s as if  ŚŪNYA was decompressed,
creating infinite magnitudes
and multitudes from ZERO

ZERO SUM UN IVERSE CONSERVATION OF MATTER AND ENERGY NEW TON ’S

TH IRD LAW

BRAHM AGUPTA BHĀSKARA SYMM ETRY PODOM ETIC



Planet 

Posi-

tron

Planet

Nega-

tron
ZERO GRAVITY

Wherever opposing quantities or forces

or directions are equal you will find ZERO.



THE ZERO-POINT CHOICE

FROM AN ARB ITRARY PO IN T

WHICH DIRECTION DO WE GO?

© M.C. Escher





WHOSE 

HANDWRITING?



ISAAC NEWTON



WHOSE 

GEOMETRY?





ax2  =    bx      ax2 =     c

Arabic algebra entailed steps to 

arrive at co-equal polynomials. 
The following is an anachronistic 

styling as modern equations. 



ax2  =    bx  |  ax2 =     c



bx    =      c  | ax2 + bx =   c



ax2 + c  =     bx  |bx + c =    ax2



ax2 – bx                                      –c

ax2 – bx      =           –c

MISSING!



ax2 + bx + c                                   0   

MISSING!

ax2 + bx + c  =           0



Negative



لكتاب المختصر في حساب الجبر والمقابلة

Al-Kitāb al-mukhtasar fī hisāb al-jabr wa'l-muqābala 

The Compendious Book on Calculation by Completion 

[or Restoration] and Balancing.



In mathematical language, the verb [jabr] 

means…  … to transpose NEGATIVE 

quantities to the opposite side by changing 

their signs. The NEGATIVE quantity thus 

removed… 



The usual meaning of jabr in 

mathematical treatises is: adding equal 

terms to both sides of an equation in order 

to eliminate NEGATIVE terms.



Al-jabr means “restoration” or “completion”,

that is, removing NEGATIVE terms, by 

transposing them to the other side of the 

equation to make them positive 



Negative

zero positive

NOT occur in Arabic algebra

zero sum

equal and opposite quantities 

absent





ZEROS & NEGATIVE TERMS

ARE IN THESE SUTRAS!



Acknowledgement: I am grateful to Avinash Sathaye, K. Ramasubramanian, Clemency Montelle, Kim 

Plofker and Agathe Keller. Analysis, interpretation (& any mistakes) by Jonathan J. Crabtree.





ZERO



ZERO– + +–



0 - +2––



ZERO–– + +



0 – –2 + +



Add Integers to Zero





Subtract Integers from Zero

Add Integers to Zero
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1 1 1

1 1

1 1 1 1 11 1 1 1 1

1

1 1 1 11 1 1 1

1 1 1

1 1

“when the number of positive and negative 
quantities are equal the sum is zero”

5     4     3     2     1      0 1     2     3     4     5
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Brahmagupta

598 – 668 CE
The 𝔹
Line

© 2019 Jonathan J. Crabtree 71
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+4 – +6 = –2 

+9 – +2 = +7



72
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–8 – –5  = –3

Smaller

Negative!

–3 – –7 = +4
Larger

Negative!



Al-Khwārizmī (c. 780-850)

I had seen that the Indians 

had set up 9 symbols in their 
universal system of 

numbering…

© 2019 J. J. Crabtree | All Rights Reserved  www.jonathancrabtree.com 



Al-Khwārizmī (c. 780-850)

© 2019 J. J. Crabtree | All Rights Reserved  www.jonathancrabtree.com 

So they made 9 symbols, 

which are these: 

9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1. 

And … every number is put 

together above one. 

Al-Khwārizmī did not 

mention zero "Algorizmi said: since I had seen that the Indians had set up IX 

symbols..." Crossley, John N, and Henry, Alan S. (1990) Thus Spake 
Al-K̲ḫwārizmī: A Translation of the Text of Cambridge University 

Library Ms. Ii. Vi. 5. Historia Mathematica. P. 110-111



Al-Khwārizmī (c. 780-850)

© 2019 J. J. Crabtree | All Rights Reserved  www.jonathancrabtree.com 

Al-Khwārizmī did not 

mention zero and did 

not consider one a 

number.  

… one is the root of all number 

and is outside number.

It is the root of number because 

every number is found by it. 

But it [one] is outside number 

because it is found by itself, I 

mean, without any other number.



Al-Uqlidisi (c. 920-980)

Why are the Hindi letters nine, 

So much for the nine letters

zero the aim is only to occupy the place

We multiply the letter… to occupy the 
place, 

tell that there is a place and that it is 
empty.

Saidan, Ahmad S. (1978) The Arithmetic of Al-Uqlídisí: The Story of 

Hindu-Arabic Arithmetic As Told in Kitab Al-Fusul Fi Al-Hisab Al-Hindi.

Reidel, Dordrecht. P. 186



Ibn al-Bannā (1256 – 1321)

“Then you add each digit of one of 

the numbers to the corresponding 

digit of the other. If there is nothing

in the corresponding place, then 

the answer is the number, as if it 

had a corresponding number.”

Courtesy Jeff Oaks via email



Ibn al-Bannā (1256 – 1321)

“Then you add each digit of one of 

the numbers to the corresponding 

digit of the other. If there is nothing

in the corresponding place, then 

the answer is the number, as if it 

had a corresponding number.”

i.e. no addition operation occurs with zero
© 2019 J. J. Crabtree | All Rights Reserved  www.jonathancrabtree.com 



Al-Hawārī (c. 1305)

“multiplying the number by the 

zero or the zero by the number is 

identical. It comes from voiding the 

number or duplicating zero. Neither 

of these gives a number”.

Courtesy Jeff Oaks via email



René Descartes

1596 – 1650
Brahmagupta

598 – 668 

Brahmagupta’s ideas were not applied 1000 years later, yet should have been. 



“For example, let AB be taken as unity, (1), and let it be required to 
multiply BD (the multiplicand) by BC (the multiplier), I have only to 
join the points A and C, and draw  DE parallel  to AC; and BE is the 
product of this Multiplication.”

Applying Indian Logic to Descartes’s Multiplication



www.geogebra.org/m/edrukjbs

https://www.geogebra.org/m/wprjkwam


https://www.geogebra.org/m/wprjkwam
https://www.geogebra.org/m/wprjkwam


https://www.geogebra.org/m/wprjkwam
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https://www.geogebra.org/m/wprjkwam


https://www.geogebra.org/m/wprjkwam

A Negative Multiplicand and a Negative Multiplier result in a Positive Product.

https://www.geogebra.org/m/wprjkwam
https://www.geogebra.org/m/wprjkwam




https://www.geogebra.org/m/je3SEyQr

www.geogebra.org/m/mtug626q

https://www.geogebra.org/m/je3SEyQr
https://www.geogebra.org/m/x90Ylkv8


www.geogebra.org/m/v62CqVEN

https://www.geogebra.org/m/v62CqVEN
http://www.geogebra.org/m/v62CqVEN
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